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Abstract

Given two strings, X and Y, over a finite alphabet E, the modified edit distance between X and
Y is the minimal cost of an edit sequence that changes X into Y, where the cost of substituting a
character in Y for a character in X is context free, and the cost of deleting a substring from X or
inserting a substring from Y into X is somewhat context sensitive. The modified edit distance
does not require that the minimum cost over all edit sequences where the cost of substituting a
character in E for a character in a string is context free, the cost of deleting a substring from a
string is somewhat context sensitive, and the cost of inserting a string Z into X to obtain a
string X' is equivalent to the cost of deleting Z from X' to obtain X again. We show that if the
minimum cost over all edit sequences must be obtained, the modified edit distance becomes
undecidable.
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THE UNDEC3DABILITY OF THE MODIFIED EDIT DISTANCE

Vitus J. LEUNG

Department of Information and Computer Science, University of California,
Irvine, CA 92717, U.S.A.

ABSTRACT

Given two strings, X and Y, over a finite alphabet E, the modified edit distance between X and

y is the minimal cost of an edit sequence that changes X into Y, where the cost of substituting a

character in y for a character in X is context free, and the cost of deleting a substring from X or

inserting a substring from Y into X is somewhat context sensitive. The modified edit distance

does not require that the minimum cost over all edit sequences where the cost of substituting a

character in E for a character in a string is context free, the cost of deleting a substring from a

string is somewhat context sensitive, and the cost of inserting a string Z into X to obtain a

string X' is equivalent to the cost of deleting Z from X' to obtain X again. We show that if the

minimum cost over all edit sequences must be obtained, the modified edit distance becomes

undecidable.

1. Introduction

Galil and Giancarlo [1] [2] define the modified edit distance as follows. Given two strings over

a finite alphabet E, X=Xj^X2 • • and Y=y^y2 " ' ' J/„, the modified edit distance between X

and y is the minimal cost of an edit sequence that changes X into Y, where the cost of substitut

ing a character in Yfor a character in X is context free, and the cost of deleting a substring from

X or inserting a substring from Y into X is somewhat context sensitive. Formally, the cost of

deleting • • • x,- from X is Wx{k,i)-fyfXf,,x^+f)Af2{Xi,Xi+^)Ag{i-k), where l^k<i<m.
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This cost consists of charges for breaking X between x^. and ij+j and between and x.+j plus

an additional charge that depends on the length of the substring from x^,+^ to x,-. The cost of

inserting y^+iy^+2 • ••yj into X is equivalent to the cost of deleting 2/^+12/1,+2 ' ' ' Vj from Y,

where l^^<j<n. The cost ofsubstituting y^ for x,- is s(x,-,2/^), where l<iSm and The

cost of an edit sequence is the total cost of all its operations.

To compute the modified edit distance, Galil and Giancarlo consider the recurrence relation

Dxy given in Figure 1. Note, however, that will find the minimal cost of an edit sequence

where substrings are deleted from X first, then characters in Y are substituted for characters in

X next, and finally substrings from Y are inserted into X last. Furthermore, the modified edit

distance does not require that the minimum cost over all edit sequences where the cost of substi

tuting a character in E for a character in a string is context free, the cost of deleting a substring

from a string is somewhat context sensitive, and the cost of inserting a string Z into X to obtain

a string X' is equivalent to the cost of deleting Z from X' to obtain X again. As with the classi

cal edit distance problem [5] [7] [8] [9], a slight change in the definition of the modified edit dis

tance can remove it from the class of problems solvable in polynomial time. We show that if the

minimum cost over all edit sequences must be obtained, the modified edit distance becomes

undecidable. A problem of Thue [3] [4] [6] proved to be undecidable by Post [6] can be reduced

to such a modified edit distance. From this point onward, such a modified edit distance shall

simply be referred to as the modified edit distance.

Thue's problem is specified in Section 2. Section 3 shows that Thue's problem can be reduced

to the modified edit distance, establishing that the modified edit distance is undecidable.

Finally, a related open problem is given in Section 4.

2. Thue's ProWem

Post defines Thue's problem as follows. A Thue system is T={'S^,P), where Ej is a finite

alphabet and PC{(A,-,5,):A,-,5i CEi*,l^i^n,|A,|^|5j}. Two strings a,0^11* are said to be
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Dxy[^ ,n]=T»;fy[m -1 ,n -1]+s (z„ ,y„)

Dxy[^ ,j]=min{D;fy[i -1,j -1] + s(a:,- ,

min DxY[k,j]+ Wx{k,i),
l-&k<i

min £);fy[i,fc] + u;y(fc j)} l<i<m and l<j<n
l^k<j

^XyI^'1] — '1] "*• 1d)

'j]~'1]"'yC1li)

Figvire 1

similar in T if /? can be obtained from a by replacing a substring Af or 5,- of a by its

corresponding 5,- or A,-, respectively, in P. Clearly, if a and (3 are similar vaT, (3 and a tire simi

lar in T. Finally, a and ^ are said to be equivalent in T if there is a finite sequence

7i,72, • • • i7m such that a and 7i, jj and 7^+1, and and /? are each similar in T.

Thue's problem is determining whether or not a and 0 are equivalent in T. Post proved that

Thue's problem is undecidable.

3. The Reduction

Let T=(Si,P) be a Thue system. The reduction consists of constructing cost functions /j, /j,

g, and s that simulate T; the details are given below. Now, let a,(3^^*. Since a prefix or sufTix

Af or Bi ofa may need to be replaced by its corresponding 5,- or A^, respectively, in P, let t and

$ be left and right end markers, respectively, not in Ei. Our construction will be such that if a
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and /? are equivalent in T, the modified edit distance between the two strings Cq$ and 0/3$ will

be zero. Otherwise, the modified edit distance between 0a$ and 0/38 will be positive.

The overall strategy of the construction is to use zero cost context sensitive insertions and

deletions to "pack" a substring in Sj* into a supercharacter, a zero cost context free substitution

to replace a supercharacter representing Af or 5,- by a supercharacter representing its

corresponding S,- or A,-, respectively, in P, and zero cost context sensitive insertions and deletions

to "unpack" a supercharacter. For U,W^E*, 0,6^^1, /j and as given in Figure 2, and

fl'(l) = 0, an example of how zero cost context sensitive insertions and deletions can be used to

pack a substring in Ej* into a supercharacter is summarized in Figure 3. Note, however, that /j

and /2 as given in Figure 2 enable zero cost context free insertions and deletions of any character

in El into and from, respectively, any position of any string in Ej*. To remedy this situation, let

Aand p be local left and right end markers, respectively, not in Ej and the functions v, i, it, and

(T, which can be thought of as limited union, intersection, prefix, and suffix operations be as

given in Figures 4, 5, 6, and 7, respectively. Now, let E be the union of all the characters, end

markers, and supercharacters used thus far and /j and be as given in Figure 8. Then, the

example summarized in Figure 3 can be replaced by the example summarized in Figure 9. The

zero cost context sensitive insertions and deletions alternately insert and delete the union and

intersection of characters, with boundary conditions handled by local left and right end markers.

fi and /2

a,6£Ei, cCEiM{0}, and

/i(c,a)=0 /2(a,[a,6])=0 dCSiUl^}

fMa,b],b)=0 f^{b,d)=0

Figure 2
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(tUabm

(tUa[a,b]bm

(iU[a,b]m

Figure 3

t;(a,6) = [a,6]

D(A,a)= [A,a]

v{b,p)= [b,p]

t;([A,a],[a,6]) = [A,a,6]

,a ,fr] ,[a>^/>]) = [A ,a ,6,/>]

Rgure 4

t([A,a],[a,6])=a

i([a,6],(6,p])=6

t([A,a,6],[a,6,/)]) = [a,6]

Figure 5

a,6€Ej

a,6 tSj
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5r([A,a,6]) = [A,a] 0,6 CEj

7r([A,a,6,p]) = [A,a,6]

Figiire 6

c^[a,h,p]) = [b,p]

Figure 7

Finally, supercharacters can be packed from left to right one character at a time, for up to

/=max{|S, |:(A,-,5,)€P} characters in Ej*, and zero cost context free substitutions can replace one

version of a character with another version of the same character to reduce the number of cases

in one of the proofs below. Formally, let Ej=({A}XE^_iXEiX{p}), l<jfcS/, and

S= u Sfc u -S Xp) U U (s, xSi) U U ({A}x E,) u (Six{p}) u
fc-1 it-l jfe-l

U({A}xE,XEi)U U(S,XEiX{p}) U U(SfcX{l}) U(SiX{2}) u
fc-1 fc-1 fc-1

u(SfeXEix{l})U'|J(^XS*XElX{1}) UU(SfcXElx{p}x{l}).
fc-1 fc-1 fc-1

Now, let the functions v, i, it, and <t be as given in Figures 10, 11, 12, and 13, respectively, and

/i and /j be as given in Figure 14, with all undefined values of /i, /j, and g positive. Let the

functions ^ and s be as given in Figure 15 and Figure 16, respectively, with all undefined values
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i;(A,a)= A,a

v{b,p)= [b,p]
(-1

a € and 6CSj
fe-i

^i[a,b],[b,p]) = [afi,p]

i([a,6],[6,/)]) = [6,2]

Figure 10

1-1

a €UEji, and 66Ej
fc-i

Figure 11

Lemma 1. For C/,PF€Ei* a GE^, and bGE^, the modified edit distance between (tUXabW$

and (tUX[\,a,b,p]W% is zero.

Proof. A zero cost edit sequence from WXabW^ to (tUX[X,a,b,p]W% is summarized in Figure 17.

Therefore, the modified edit distance between itUXabW% and itUX[X,a,b,p\W% is zero.n
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7r([A,a,6]) = [A,a]

7r([A,a,6,/9]) = [A,a,6,l]

i-i

Jl!"l

Figure 12

(T{[X,a,b,p]) = [a,b,p,l]

i-i

a CUSj and 6^Ei
fc-i

Figure 13

Lemma 2. For U,W^T.* and aj.aj, • • • the modified edit distance between the

two strings tfJ/AajOj • • • and <tU\(,{a^a2 • • • is zero.

Proof. For O^ik^l, the result follows directly from the definitions for the functions /j, g,

and For 2^k^l, the result follows from Lemma 1 and a straight forward induction.•

Lemma 3. For a and /? similar in T, the modified edit distance between Cq;$ and (t(3S is zero.

Proof. For some Uyi,V2,W^T,*, we have a=UVyV, fi=UV2W, and or

Starting from <tUVyV%, insert Abetween U and V-^ to obtain <tUWy^. Then, by Lemma 2, the

modified edit distance between ftU\VyV% and <tU\i{V^)]/\^ is zero. Then, substitute for

^(Vi) to obtain Then, by Lemma 2, the modified edit distance between

and i® ^ '̂O. Finally, delete A from between U and V2 to obtain

The cost of this edit sequence is zero. Therefore, the modified edit distance between ^a$ and



fi and /,

/i(o,A)=0 /o(A,6)=0

/i(c,p)=0 /2(p,6)=0

/i(x,i;(a:,j/))=0 /2(K®.y).y)=o

fi(x,i(x,y))=0 /2(t(^;-y).y)=o

/i(A,7r(x)) = 0 /2(7r(x),x)=0

/i(y,<Ky))=o /2Wy)./')=o

1-1

i-1

m* ^ 5?

0,01,02, • • • jflfc^Ei and l<k^l
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s(a,[a,l]) = s([a,l],a)=0

s(6,[6,2])=s([6,2],6)=0

s([a,6],[a,6,l])=s([a,6,1],[a,6])=0

s([A,a,6],[A,a,6,l])= s([A,a,6,l],[A,a,6])-0

s([a,6,p],[a,6,^,l]) = s([a,5,p,l],[a,6,/)])=0

s(^(A),^(5,.))=K^(B,),e(A))=o

Figure 16

f-i

jfe-i

iAA)^P

Proof. The result follows from Lemma 3 and a straight forward induction .•

Now let the diagram of X€E* be em ordered tree constructed as follows. X is the root. The

children of a supercharacter x are its components in the same order they appear in x, with the

exception of the components 1 and 2 which are ignored. End markers and characters in are

leaves. See Figure 18 for the diagram of X = ^A[A,a][A,a,6][a,6,p][6,p]p$, a,6CEi.

When y immediately follows x in A", let y or an ordered set of consecutive children of y, begin

ning with its left most child, and x or an ordered set of consecutive children of x, ending with its

right most child, that are identical be called an overlap of x and y. Now, let a proper overlap of

X and y be an overlap of x and y that is a proper subset of the children of either x or y. Let

E(A) be the string ofcharacters in contained in the leaves ofthe diagram ofA in left-to-right

order, with the following exception. The leaves of the maximum proper overlap of x and y are

ignored in the subtree rooted at y.
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(tUXabm

0UXa[a,b]bp\^^

(iUX[X,a]a[a ,b\b[b ,p]p\^

<tUX[X,a][a,l][a,b][b,2][l>,p]P^^

ftUX[X,a][a ,b]^,p]pW%

Cf/A[A,a][A,a ,6] [a,6][a ,6,p] [6 ,p]pW%

«C/A[A,a][A,a,6][a,6,l][a,6,p][6,/3]pH^

iUX[X,a,b][a ,b,p]pW$

(iC/A[A,a ,6] [A ,a ,6,p] [a ,b,p]pVL$

(S r/A[A ,a ,6,1] [A ,a ,6,/>] [a ,6,p,

(tUX[X,a ,b,p]pW%

€UX[X,a,b,p]m

Figure 17

[A,a,6] [a,b,p]

Figm-e 18

For the example of Figure 18, (A,a) is the overlap of [A,a] and [A,a,6], (a,6) is the overlap of

[A,a,6] and [a,6,p], and (6,p) is the overlap of [a,b,p] and [6,/?]. Therefore, H(X)=a6.
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Theorem 2. If and the modified edit distance between and 0/3$ is zero, a and jl are

equivalent in T.

Proof. The minimum cost edit sequence that changes 0a$ into 0/3$ consists of zero cost edit

operations. Since ff(l)=0 and g(k)>0, k^l, x can be inserted or deleted from between y and z

at zero cost if and only if f^{y,x) = f2{x,z)=0. For each xCS, Figures 19 and 20 give the

corresponding y and z values such that f^{y,x) —f2{x,z)=Q. All the possible y and z combina

tions for each x in Figures 19 and 20 yield the zero cost insertions and deletions given in Figures

21 and 22, respectively. For X'̂ X' in Figures 21 and 22, E(A')=E! (X').

fiiy,x) = f2{x,2)=0, I

[\,h,a,p] [A,6,a] [h,a,p\ 1-1
I aeSi,

fc-i

i-i

and e^US,U{A}
fc-1

Figure 19
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Zero Cost Insertions and Deletions, I

(tU[X,a,h][a,h,p]W%'jtU{\,a,b][\,a,h,p][a,b,p]W% aCUE^,,

aucdm^aucXdm

(tUedmyUepdm

itUabm''<tUa[a,b]bm

Figure 21

6eEi, ceEiU{«}.

deEiU{$}. and

i-l

substring by its corresponding 5,-, respectively, in P. Otherwise, for each uGE^, Fig

ure 24 gives the corresponding x and y values such that H(xa)^H (x)H (a) and

H(ay)#H (a)H(y) after insertions, deletions, or substitutions X^X' such that H(X)=H(A'').

For all possible a, x, and y combinations in Figure 24, there does not exist

6eUSiUWUU(s,x{i})U(SiX{2}),
t-i fc-i

and z€E such that H(6)#H(a) and /2(x,6)=0, /i(x,z) = /2(x,6)=0, fx{x,b)=Q, f^{b,y)=Q,

fi{b,z) = f2{z,y)=Q, or /i(&,j/)= 0. Therefore, a and 0 are equivalent in T.O

By Theorems 1 and 2, a and 0 are equivalent in T, if and only if the modified edit distance

between (faS and i0$ is zero.

4. Open Problem

A necessary part of the above reduction is the presence of zero values for /j, /2, g, and s{a,b),

where a'^b. The complexity of the modified edit distance without zero values for /j, /2, g, and
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Zero Cost Insertions and Deletions, II

<tUXamjtUX[X,a]am

(!I7A[A,a I7A[A,a][A,a ,6]ILS

itubpmyub[b,p]pm

^I7[a ,6 ,p]pVV%'jt U[a ,b ,p] [6 ,p]pW%

<« C/[A,a][a ,6] C/[A,a][A,a ,6][a ,6] liS
1-1

aeu^A.
*-i

<tU[a,b][b,p]mjtU[<^M[a,b,p][b,p]m

I7[A,a][a C/[A,a][a ,l][a ,6]

(tU[a,b][b,p]mjtU[a,b][b,2]['>,p]W$

(tU[X,a,b][a,b,p]myU[X,a,b][a,b,l][a,b,p]m

^ C/A[A,a ,6,p] C/A[A ,a ,6,1] [A,a ,6,p]

0 f/[A,a I7[A,a ,6,p][a ,6,p,l]pII^

Figin-e 22

s(a,6), where a#6, remains open.
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ZeroCostSubstitutions

iuam'yu[a,i]m

(tubmyu[h,2]m

i-i

C/,PVCE*,a€UEjfe,
«![/[aC/[a,6,1]V^

6€Si,and(A,.,B,)6P

CU[\,a.^.1]^

(tU[a,b,p]mjtU[a,b,p,l]m

Figure23
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